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i am also interested if anyone knows of a good way to steal bitcoins from a brainwallet. what i mean is
that a brainwallet is a wallet that is created by clicking a button. but brainwallets are not secure

because you dont know what the random string is, and you dont know what the login passwords are. i
have also read that people simply create a wallet with a weak password, and then use brainwallet to

make transactions, thus leaking the coins. i have heard this is possible with a brainwallet that has been
set up for too many transactions. i agree, and i believe the problem is that you dont know what the
password is and what the login password is. a lot of people dont even know what a brainwallet is, so

they just click a button. how do i know? because i have been talking to people about it over the last few
weeks and many people dont know what a brainwallet is, and people that know, admit they dont know
how to create one. and it doesnt have anything to do with bitcoins because i have been able to create

wallets with many dollars. so, if you dont know what it is, then you have to think about what would
happen if someone created a wallet with many dollars and then they clicked a button. a brainwallet is a

wallet which stores your bitcoin private key as a string of words. this is achieved by making a word
cloud of the most common words in your vocabulary. once the cloud is complete, you choose a phrase
which contains all the words in the cloud. then you copy that phrase and add some punctuation and a
space and use that as the password for your wallet. this is also called a seed. a seed is an important
component of brainwallets as it is the only thing that gives you access to your wallet. if you lose your

password, you cannot recover your wallet. it is like having a set of private keys, but you have to
memorize them all.
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